
Char Donnay is the coolest girl at summer camp.

ALPHA ZETA CHARDONNAY
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CONCEPTUAL DOPPELGANGER 
What more is there to say that the picture doesn’t cover?  Turbo 
fruits obvs is the source for awesome - extracting the most elating 
elements from the green orbs and manipulating them expertly, like a 
top-notch hot rod shop, into more power!  In this instance, cooking 
with TurboFruits Butter will get you hungry and happy after you 
consume it - goes great into a multitude of foods, though not exactly 
legal in all states (24/7 365 legal in the state of euphoria (not a 
county in Oregon)).  Happy days will prevail when you bring the turbo 
fruits butter.  Lips will be smacked and after a bit of consumption, 
asses may get smacked gleefully.  Giddy up! 

WINEMAKER Matt Thomson

REGION Veneto 

GRAPE VARIETY Chardonnay

SOIL Poor and chalky
  
PRODUCTION 20,000 bottles 

VITI/VINI 
Hand-harvested off sustainably 
farmed vineyards located in the 
Valpantena Valley. Cool currents 
blow down the valley from the 
foothills of the Dolomites, 

which moderate the climate. De-
stemmed, crushed and chilled on 
the way to the press with no SO2 
addition. The juice was naturally 
settled and racked. Fermentation 
at relatively cool temperatures 
(12-14 degrees Celsius). Half the 
wine was fermented in neutral 
oak and the other half stainless 
steel. One third of the blend 
went through MLF to add 
richness and complexity.

PRODUCER 
Alpha Zeta was conceived in 
1999 by David Gleave, MW. 
Working with star New Zealand 
winemaker, Matt Thomson, David 

set out to work intently with 
small, family-owned growers, 
not large enough to set up their 
own estates. This is in contrast 
to standard practice for the 
region, which is to buy bulk 
wine. The result is access to 
super high quality fruit, the 
most important ingredient for  
a super high quality wine, at 
extremely reasonable prices. 
Why the name? Because the wines 
cover a range of styles and 
varieties that exist in the 
area, from a dry, white Soave, 
to lively, young, Valpolicella, 
all the way through to a rich, 
brooding Amarone.


